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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1 INTRODUCTION
This short document presents an overview of the hotel market in Plymouth in terms
of demand, supply and potential to provide initial insight for potential developers.
The appendices are provided to present further information to Plymouth City
Council.

1.2 INITIAL SCOPE
Our initial scope of work was to provide analysis in relation to the following:

 Hotel demand context

 Hotel supply and performance analysis

 Top level assessment of the strongest sites with potential for hotel
development

 The hotel development process and operating models

 Soft testing of the idea of a Plymouth hotel opportunity with a selection of
our developer / operator contacts

 Conferencing demand, supply and SWOT analysis

 Recommendations regarding the potential to grow hotel and conferencing
provision

 Conclusions and recommended next steps

The agenda behind our work was to consider the market in relation to the desire of
Plymouth City Council to see new and quality hotel development in the city. This
has guided our work.

Analysis of suppliers of accommodation outside of the hotel sector, such as the
B&B and guesthouse sector, was beyond the scope of this commission. Such
analysis would be interesting in understanding the entirety of the accommodation
offer of Plymouth however these sectors are not a direct influence on considering
the requirement for a new, quality hotel development in the city.

1.3 PLYMOUTH
Plymouth is the largest city in the South West after Bristol, with a population of
261,000 [2011 Census].

Plymouth is a destination that deserves to be better known than it is. For example,
the city boasts the UK’s largest aquarium, it is the home of Princess Yachts and
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Plymouth Gin, and its university has over 32,000 students, ranking amongst the
UK’s top 10 largest universities. Its Theatre Royal is the best attended and largest
regional theatre in the UK. It was host to the America’s Cup in 2011, is the finishing
point of the biennial Fastnet yacht race and 16 million Americans can trace their
origins back to Plymouth and the departure of the Mayflower in 1620. Devonport is
also the largest naval base in Western Europe. It is key business base for well-
known companies such as Princess Yachts, Wrigley, Babcock Marine, Kawasaki,
as well as being a major public sector employment location, including employment
of over 6,000 people at Derriford Hospital.

1.4 DEMAND AND SUPPLY
Tourist demand for Plymouth is growing and significant efforts are being made to
increase visitor numbers through events planning and improving the destination
offer. In particular, the Mayflower 2020 celebrations are a key focal point and
‘deadline’ for enhancing the tourism experience.

The supply of hotels in Plymouth is lower than many cities of a similar size and
there is a notable gap of quality product.

Occupancy of the current supply is very strong at 78% and higher than the
Regional UK average of 74% and England (including London) average of 77%.

The ADR, at £51, is lower than the Regional UK average of £66. We believe
however that the ADR figures are misleading for several key reasons. The lack of
supply at the 4 and 5 star level means the ADR average is drawn only from the
lower and mid sectors of the market. Additionally the hotels currently offer
discounted package rates to coach groups several months in advance and in
dividing revenue between departments the discount is borne by the rooms
department and not shared with the F&B department. Further, very few of the
current hotels are benefitting from the distribution systems of the large operators to
drive business and so the current hotels are caught in offering their room supply at
discounted pre-agreed rates in advance to major suppliers (university, government,
businesses, etc.) and consequently do not have the capacity to drive significant
business from higher paying short notice FIT guests (Fully Independent Travellers),
especially in the strong summer months when rates should be higher.

1.5 OPPORTUNITIES
We believe there is a market opportunity to provide higher quality accommodation
at the 4 star full service level. We do not believe that the current hotel offer
sufficiently addresses this opportunity.

The ideal site characteristics for a new quality hotel in Plymouth include: good
views to sights that make Plymouth unique, good access to the main business and
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tourist areas, not prohibitive costs to acquire the land or refurbish/demolish current
buildings, a willing owner and a well-funded developer.

There are a number of opportunities currently for hotel development in Plymouth.
These include the Civic Centre, the site of the previous Quality Hotel, the site that
was previously Derry’s department store, part of redevelopment of Colin Campbell
Court, part of the Millbay redevelopment, and at Royal William Yard. There is not
currently an available site in the Barbican area, although this would be a desirable
location for a hotel.

The right opportunity is obviously dependent upon Market and Financial Feasibility
analysis for the particular site in question. We would recommend however that
sites such as the Quality Hotel site should be protected for hotel use, at least in
part, to ensure the city can offer high quality ocean views to the tourists that it
wishes to attract to stay in ‘Britain’s Ocean City’.
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2 TOURISM AND DEMAND
GENERATORS OVERVIEW

2.1 VISITORS TO PLYMOUTH

2.1.1 INCREASING NUMBERS OF VISITORS

Plymouth is attracting increasing numbers of day visitors and overnight tourists.

The total number of visitors has increased from 3.95m in 2005 to 5.49m in 2012
(CAGR of 4.8%).

Figure 1 - Visitors to Plymouth 2005-2012
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Source: Plymouth City Council - based on SWRC analysis of the Cambridge model

The total number of visitors has increased by 34% between 2008 and 2012. Indeed
this exceeded the 20% increase target.

The increases have been particularly driven by day visitors, with tourist trip trends
showing a more mixed pattern. Between 2009 and 2012 UK tourist trips increased
steadily while overseas trips followed the opposite trend.

Tourist trip length various between markets with an average length of stay of 3
days for UK visitors and 10 days for overseas visitors (in 2012). The data for
overnights stayed is shown below split by UK nights and overseas nights.

Total nights increased steadily between 2008 and 2011, and indeed 2011 was a
peak year for total nights stayed (2.8 million) and for overseas nights (666,000).
This 2011 peak was linked to the hosting of the America’s Cup in 2011. The picture
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in 2012 was less strong but with total overnights still greater than the years 2006 to
2009.

Figure 2 – Nights stayed in Plymouth 2005-2012
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Source: Plymouth City Council - based on SWRC analysis of the Cambridge model

Figures for 2013 are keenly awaited to give a clearer perspective on the market.

2.1.2 DEMAND GENERATORS

Visits to Plymouth are currently driven by the following factors.

 The waterfront location; natural harbour and rich maritime history

 Proximity to the coasts and tourist attractions of Devon and Cornwall

 Business trips particularly in relation to the key economic drivers of the defence,
marine, medical and engineering sectors

 Business trips in relation to the major employers including the public sector,
NHS, dockyard and major manufacturers. Also to the Derriford area, which is a
focal point of the knowledge economy

 Visits to the Theatre Royal Plymouth and Plymouth’s high quality restaurants

 The international ferry port

 Visiting friends and relatives who have selected to live in Plymouth with its high
quality of life

 Visits in relation to the large student population
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 Visits in relation to Plymouth’s strong role as a service, retail and leisure centre
for Cornwall and Devon

Looking forward, the demand drivers can be expected to strengthen, Indeed the
following changes are expected to contribute to driving demand in the future.

 The city is being positioned as one of Europe’s most vibrant waterfront cities

 Strengthening of the creative, leisure and tourism sectors

 Development to create a premier shopping and leisure offer

 Millbay Dock development to become a mixed used neighbourhood including a
cruise terminal

 A focus on being a cultural centre, driving knowledge-based business growth
and attracting visitors

 Embracing the city’s role as a transport hub for cross-channel ferries, intercity
rail, coach services and road

 Development to offer high quality and diverse conference and meeting venues

Further to this, we observe that Plymouth perhaps suffers the effects of being a
well-kept secret. The ‘brand’ of Plymouth and the city’s strengths are less well
known than perhaps they deserve to be. Interesting facts about the city are
presented below.

SELECTION OF INTERESTING FACTS

 16 million Americans can trace their roots back to Plymouth and the Mayflower
 Nearly 5.5 million visitors in 2012
 The largest aquarium in the UK and the deepest tank
 Host of the 2011 America’s Cup and finishing point of the biennial Fastnet yacht race
 9th biggest university in the UK, with over 32,000 students
 Largest teaching hospital it the South West an over 6,000 staff in the NHS Trust
 Ranked 8th highest in the country on the proportion of businesses classed as ‘high

growth’, alongside the likes of Oxford and Cambridge [Source: NESTA]
 Highest concentration of manufacturing and engineering employment in south England
 Key company bases for Kawasaki, Plessey, Princess Yachts, Burts crisps, Fine Tubes,

Twofour TV, Plymouth Gin, Wrigley, Babcock Marine, 118 188, Orange, GOD TV, etc
 Home to Brittany Ferries, who transport c. 2 million people a year
 Award winning Gary Rhodes restaurant on The Hoe and other high quality restaurants
 The largest fishing port in England and one of the largest harbours in Europe
 Royal William Yard is the largest collection of Grade 1 Listed Naval buildings in Europe

– now redeveloped as a cultural hotspot
 Significant relationships to Scott of the Antartic, Nancy Astor, Sir Francis Drake, Captain

James Cook, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, Houdini, Darwin, and Huxley, Tom Daley, etc

Source: Plymouth’s Book of Wonder - Plymouth City Council, and Colliers
International Research
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2.1.3 CURRENT PURPOSE OF VISIT

Visits to Plymouth are currently dominated by holiday visits, with the VFR (visiting
friends and relatives sector) also very strong.

Figure 3 – Trips to Plymouth by market and purpose 2008-2012
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Source: Plymouth City Council - based on SWRC analysis of the Cambridge model

The business element of the UK market is small but has grown since 2009.
Anecdotally, we understand that some potential business guests are disappointed
in the current hotel quality in Plymouth and in fact choose to stay outside the city in
places such as Exeter or countryside located hotels.

2.1.4 VISITOR SPEND

Visitor spend data shows a trend of increasing overall spend by visitors, with 2012
representing the highest total spend over the period.
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Figure 4 – Visitor spend by market and total 2005-2012
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Interestingly spend per day increased significantly in 2012 for both UK tourists and
overseas tourists.

Figure 5 – Visitor spend per day by market 2005-2012
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2.2 SEGMENTATION OF DEMAND FOR HOTELS
The market for hotels in Plymouth is mixed between the leisure and business
markets, with leisure clearly dominating in peak season.

2.2.1 THE LEISURE MARKET

The hotel leisure market in Plymouth represents more than 80% of guests during
the peak season. It comprises predominantly of a groups segment and an FIT (fully
independent travellers) segment.

COACH GROUPS

Coach groups represent the biggest portion of leisure guests. Typically they secure
package holidays one year in advance and use Plymouth as a base to visit Devon
and Cornwall. This is mostly due to the fact that there are no branded hotels in
Cornwall able to accommodate large groups.

Bigger hotels like Jurys Inn, Holiday Inn and Copthorne all rely equally on coach
groups, which represent more than half of hotels’ leisure guests. In 2013 for
instance, the Copthorne Hotel booked in three coaches at one time and had no
rooms left for walk-in guests paying higher rates.

Contrastingly, the 70-bedroom Duke of Cornwall Hotel is focused on taking no
more than one quality coach tour (e.g. Trafalgar) per time. Small hotels and
guesthouses do not have coach groups as one of their segments.

FIT

The remaining portion of leisure guests are people booking through Online Travel
Agents (OTAs), representing approximately 30% of all bookings, and those
booking independently by phone/hotel website/in person, representing
approximately 10%. This portion of the market includes those visiting friends and
relatives, visiting students (a large community), and people taking ferries to/from
Spain and France.

2.2.2 THE BUSINESS MARKET

The business market in Plymouth includes corporate, government and conference
segments. It is active year round but the off peak season (October – April) for hotel
is characterised by a bigger portion of business guests.

Some hotels that do not focus on the coach tour market also receive a large
portion of business guests year round. For example, 70% of guests at the
Grosvenor Place are business guests. They visit the hotel throughout the year and
provide repeat business. Of the remaining guests, almost 30% book via Online
Travel Agents (OTAs).
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BUSINESS SECTOR DRIVERS

The drivers of business market include the public sector and private sector. Public
sector guests include those related to healthcare (NHS), education (Plymouth’s
three universities and research bodies) and government departments.

Anecdotally, NHS-related people tend to choose the Future Inn because of its
close proximity to the Derriford Hospital, whilst the Copthorne Hotel is the preferred
choice by the Department for Work and Pensions. Other public sector users of
hotel rooms include the Ministry of Defence, the Land Registry, neighbouring
universities and research entities.

The private sector includes companies in the naval, medical, manufacturing,
energy and construction industries among others. For example, the chewing-gum
giant Wrigley attracts regular business guests who typically stay at the Jurys Inn.
EDF draws business visitors and also the construction industry, for example the
people from the roofing company working on redoing the roof at Drake Circus
Shopping Centre stay at Grosvenor Place.

The naval and marine industry of Plymouth is also a business guest driver. For
example, the luxury boat builder Princess Yachts is one of the leading motor yacht
manufacturers in the world and is Plymouth’s second largest private sector
employer with over 2,000 employees. With over five manufacturing sites in
Plymouth, Princess Yachts also supports several hundred supply chain jobs.
Indeed the Grosvenor Place hotel counts on repeat business guests working on
yachts (e.g. glass repairers, electricians, etc.) and supervising construction on
behalf of purchasers (e.g. skippers sent by Middle Eastern clients commissioning
big yachts). These latter guests stay for two-three months and return after a break
to their country of origin. As another example, the Marine division at Babcock is the
UK’s leading naval support services company and Plymouth’s largest private
employer with 4,400 staff at Devonport Yard. Their Devonport facility has been
recognised by the UK Ministry of Defence as a centre of excellence for Marine
Deep Maintenance and infrastructure support. Babcock attracts many engineers
who need to stay in Plymouth who are involved with support services for the naval
industry.

The conference segment of the business market is also notable, both in relation to
meeting facilities at hotels and accommodation for those attending events at The
Pavilions and Plymouth University for example.

2.3 SOURCE MARKETS BY GEOGRAPHY

UK GUESTS

Guests staying in Plymouth hotels are dominantly from the UK. Based on
interviews with hotel General Managers, we understand that domestic travellers
visiting Plymouth for leisure dominantly come from locations within a 1.5 – 2 hour
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travel time radius. This includes from elsewhere in Devon and from Bristol. Visitors
also come from Manchester and Birmingham however and people visiting for
business include those coming from London, which is at approximately 3.5 hours
away by train.

GUESTS FROM OVERSEAS

Overseas guests represent a less significant portion of business at present.
Anecdotally from interviews we understand that international travellers visiting for
leisure tend come from Europe (especially Germany, Austria, Switzerland, France
and Spain) as well as long haul destinations (such as America, Australia and New
Zealand). Business visitors come mostly from Europe (Germany and Holland in
particular).

Visitors from Germany, Austria and Switzerland tend to fly to Exeter on charter
aircraft and travel on to Plymouth by coach. They typically spend approximately 10
days visiting the parts of Devon and Cornwell made famous by the books of South-
West born novelist Rosamunde Pilcher and featured on TV shows in Germany and
Austria. Indeed according to the ONS, visitors from these countries (Germany in
particular) have increased considerably throughout the years.

Visitors from France and Spain reach Plymouth by cross-channel ferries and
typically stay in hotels near the Millbay area and The Hoe because of early
departures and late arrivals. Brittany Ferries sail from Plymouth to Roscoff (in the
summer months) twice a day, St Malo (in the winter months) every Monday and
Santander every Sunday (all year round).

Visitors from America are attracted by historic links with Plymouth. Indeed of
course the departure of the Mayflower carrying American’s ‘Founding Fathers’ to
the New World in 1620 created a strong bond between Plymouth and America.
This will be particularly celebrated in 2020, the 400th anniversary. In June 2014
also a number of events took place in Plymouth to mark the 70th anniversary of the
D-Day landings. One of the main events focused on Saltash Passage, as one of
the areas most associated with the American presence in the city, and an
American delegation from Plymouth in Massachusetts visited the city.

Data from the ONS shows that in Q1 2014 visitors from America in the UK were
down considerably compared to the same period in the previous year. This is
reinforced by statistics from the independent tourist website stayincornwall.co.uk
that suggested that American visitors were down around 31% on 2013 and
similarly, stayindevon.co.uk which showed the decrease in American visitors to be
around the 70% mark in the same period. Nevertheless, according to the latest
data from the ONS, the number of visitors from North America almost doubled in
2013 as the city’s leaders exploited Plymouth’s ties to the Mayflower and the
Pilgrim fathers. The city recorded 21,000 visitors from North America, up by 11,000
on a year earlier. They spent approximately £5million, a jump of almost £2 million
compared to 2012 figures.
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Like Americans, visitors from Australia and New Zealand visit Plymouth for historic
reasons.  For example, Captain Cook’s Endeavour, the vessel that opened up New
Zealand to European settlement, departed from Plymouth in 1768. It was also from
Plymouth on the 12th May 1839 that the first wave of sponsored migrants left for
New Zealand. Indeed The New Plymouth Company was formed in Plymouth
shortly before the British annexation of New Zealand to supply the colony with
educated immigrants.
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3 HOTEL SUPPLY AND
PERFORMANCE

3.1 HOTEL SUPPLY IN PLYMOUTH
In 2013 Plymouth’s supply was 24 hotels according to AM:PM data. These are
concentrated in the three star and budget segments.

The most recent hotel development was in 2007.

Figure 6 – Supply of hotels in Plymouth by number, category and total rooms

Budget 2-Star 3-Star 4-Star 5-star
Rooms (2013) 495 111 888 252 -
Hotels (2013) 7 5 10 2 0
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Source: AM:PM data

In early 2014 the number of hotels was reduced by one when the Quality Hotel
closed, a 10-storey hotel, located on The Hoe, that was part of the Choice Hotels
chain. The site now represents a substantial brown-field redevelopment
opportunity.

The location of the existing hotels is presented on the map below. This shows
those hotels in the central areas of Plymouth. Other hotels of note include Future
Inn near Derriford (143 rooms); Boringdon Hall Hotel (41 rooms) and St Elizabeth's
House in Plympton (15 rooms).
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Figure 7 – Map of hotels in central areas of Plymouth

# Name Hotel Grade # Rooms

1 St Rita 2 11

2 Copthorne Hotel Plymouth 3 135

3 Jurys Inn Plymouth 3 247

4 Travelodge Plymouth Budget 96

5 New Continental 3 99

6 Premier Inn Sutton Harbour Budget 107

7 Premier Inn Lockyers Quay Budget 62

8 Best Western Duke of Cornwall 3 72

9 Strathmore House Apts 10

10 Imperial 2 20

11 Drake 2 36

12 Holiday Inn Plymouth 4 211

13 Invicta 3 23

14 Camelot 2 15

15 Grosvenor 2 29

16 Hotel Mount Batten 2 16

17 Mountbatten Centre Hostel 23

18 Boringdon Arms 2 6

Source: AM:PM data

The supply of hotel rooms in Plymouth is split almost equally between hotels of 100
rooms and less, and those larger than 100 rooms. 83% of total hotel rooms are in
hotels of more than 50 rooms.

Figure 8 – Split of total rooms by hotels of different sizes (rooms per hotel)
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It is interesting to note the absence of hotels operating with the benefit of the major
distribution systems. Indeed Hilton, Starwood, Marriott and Carlson Rezidor are all
absent and Accor only has 52 rooms. Overall more than half of the total hotel room
supply is independent or not under major national/international brands. This can
have significant implications in terms of the markets attracted and rates paid by
guests.

Figure 9 – Split of total rooms by hotel group
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Source: AM:PM data

3.2 HOTEL PERFORMANCE IN PLYMOUTH
The performance of hotels in Plymouth in 2013 is shown below. This shows a
strong occupancy of 79% average for the year and an average ADR of £51.
(Average Daily Rate is rooms revenue divided by rooms sold. It excludes VAT and
other revenue such as breakfast and dinner.) The average RevPAR was £40 (room
revenue per available room, i.e. occupancy x ADR).

The seasonality of occupancy can be seen clearly with June to September being
the best performing months in 2013. Interestingly however July and August ADRs
are lower than June and September despite occupancy of 92% and 95%
respectively.
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Figure 10 – Plymouth performance 2013 by month and annual average
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3.3 PLYMOUTH IN COMPARISON TO OTHER CITIES
Comparing Plymouth to other cities with similar characteristics is useful to
understand the performance of hotels in the city. The comparator cities selected
are cities near the coast and away from the UK’s major cities, and either also with
a strong public sector employment base or ‘economic neighbours’ in terms of their
overall economy.

3.3.1 OCCUPANCY

Figure 11 shows a comparison of hotel occupancy in 2013. This shows Plymouth’s
strong performance either on par or above the comparator cities, and as mentioned
previously comfortably above the Regional UK average, and indeed above the
England (including London) average.
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Figure 11 – Hotel occupancy 2013 - cities and regional comparison
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3.3.2 ADR AND REVPAR

In contrast to Plymouth’s strong occupancy performance, the average ADR is low
in relation to Regional UK average (£66) and some of the comparator cities. At £51
in 2013 it was closer to Hull, Swansea and Southampton than to Portsmouth,
Newcastle and Exeter.

Figure 12 – Hotel ADR 2013 - cities and regional comparison
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RevPAR is compared below. This shows Plymouth RevPAR of just under £40 as
higher than that for Hull and Swansea, and slightly lower than Southampton. The
Regional UK average was £49.

Figure 13 – Hotel RevPAR 2013 - cities and regional comparison
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Source: AM:PM using HotStats data

UNDERSTANDING THE CURRENT PLYMOUTH ADR LEVEL

The hotel mix

The average ADR for Plymouth shown above is based on 24 hotels in the AM:PM
dataset. These hotels are very much weighted towards the lower priced hotel
categories, with no five star hotels and only one four star. See Figure 6. The ADR
improves to £55 however when only a selection of branded hotels are considered.

The graph below shows the number of hotel rooms in the 4 and 5 star room
categories as a percentage of total rooms for the different comparator cities. This
shows that Plymouth and Hull have lowest portion of such rooms. This correlates
with the lowest ADRs.
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Figure 14 – Percentage of total hotel rooms in the 4 and 5 star room categories in
Plymouth and comparator cities
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The picture of course has more facets than this.

Lack of access to the major distribution systems

The major distribution systems are key for driving sales and also attracting FIT
visitors, who in turn pay higher rates, and especially so when spare capacity is
limited in the peak summer months.

The graph below shows the portion of branded rooms in relation to the total room
supply in comparator cities.

Figure 15 – Percentage of total hotel rooms by brands in Plymouth and
comparator cities
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This shows that Plymouth has the lowest representation of brands of all the cities
by number of rooms, and only 15% of rooms (namely the Holiday Inn and the out
of town Ibis) are held with the largest international groups. Further Plymouth only
has five key brands (IHG, Travelodge, Accor, Whitbread and Millennium &
Copthorne). This is in comparison to Newcastle with eight and Cardiff with nine.

Dominance of coach group bookings

Many of the hotels in Plymouth, and particularly the larger ones, take a lot of coach
tour group bookings. These are good for filling the hotel, the package offer
(breakfast and dinner) means the total revenue is attractive, and bookings
sometimes a year in advance provides a certain comfort. A consequence of these
bookings however is that capacity for attracting higher paying guests can be very
limited in peak months.

Coach group discounts push down ADR figures but provide good revenue

Additionally, package rates create a misleading picture when analysing ADR since
the discount provided for such groups is borne by the Rooms Department and not
shared with the Food and Beverage Department. This means that ADR shows as
lower than it should be.

For the hotel as a whole however the package brings good revenue beyond the
room rate. For example, the net room rate for double occupancy for a coach tour
might range between £45 to £50 per room, but on top of this is breakfast (c. £7) x 2
and dinner (c. £11) x 2. When VAT (20%) is added this comes to approximately
£90 to £110 per room as a package price. Indeed, anecdotally we understand from
one GM that the B&B and dinner rate for coach groups are higher in Plymouth than
much of the rest of the UK, save for locations like Edinburgh city centre, Glasgow
city centre and London. In addition these bookings are not commissionable and
have guaranteed breakfast and dinner.

Revenue management

The ADR in Plymouth has traditionally increased with inflation but with no real
growth. This is a challenge that has proved difficult for some existing hotels.
Different strategies to respond have been developed with success for some and
limited change for others.

Current lack of freedom to raise rates

The FIT sector presents opportunity to charge higher rates when demand is right.
However some hotels are struggling to do so, especially when OTAs booking fees
are taken into consideration.

Customer rates for FIT guests are approximately £90. This amount is inclusive of
VAT at 20% and, most of the time, booking fees of approximately 12%-14%
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(although we understand that laterooms.com’s booking fee has increased from
14% in 2013 to 24% in 2014). The ADR for FIT guests thus ranges between c. £60
(in case of booking fees) and c. £70. Guests in the FIT segment usually have
breakfast at the hotel but dinner outside. The impact of booking fees is meaning
that hotels are committing significant resources to reduce the increasing share of
OTAs’ bookings amongst their distribution channels. One hotel we spoke to for
example has created a new Customer Relationship Management (CRM) solution.
Affiliation to one of the major brands would ease this situation.

Sectors such as government-related guests present little opportunity at present for
raising rates. These rates are usually lower than rates for the FIT segment and
according to one GM the government caps rates at a low level resulting in a net
ADR of c. £50. They usually have breakfast at the hotel but dinner outside.

Rates for corporate guests usually are similar to rates for FIT guests. There is
reason to think however that some corporate clients would be willing to pay higher
rates for a higher standard of room. For example, a sample hotel in Plymouth
charging £120 has an average occupancy of 80% and rooms are mostly used in
single occupancy by long-stay business guests. Interestingly, however, the hotel
also registered very high occupancy for its economy rooms - smaller double rooms
priced at £70 in double occupancy (rather than the £80 charged for the bigger
ones) - and has received no more complaints related to the room size. This
suggests that guests visiting Plymouth are seasoned travellers looking for the right
balance between quality and value.

3.3.3 SUPPLY OF ROOMS BY CITY SIZE

The extent of hotel room supply in Plymouth is relatively low in comparison to, for
example, Exeter, which has twice as many hotel rooms per head of population.

Obviously the size of population is not a direct driver of hotel demand but it is a
useful indicator to put supply in proportion to city size and significance. In the
comparator set, only Hull and Swansea have a lower supply than Plymouth.
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Figure 16 – Room supply (2014) per head population (2011)
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Source: AM:PM data and Census 2011

3.4 SEASONALITY

3.4.1 PERFORMANCE BY MONTH

Plymouth is a seasonal destination. In the peak season (May to September)
occupancy reaches peaks of over 95% while in the off-peak season (October to
April) it falls to 50%-60% depending on the events held in the city. For example,
the GOD TV conference in January 2014 - a two-day event that brought to the city
more than 1,000 people per day and was televised to 254 million homes in 200
nations

The large hotels are strongly affected by seasonality since coach tours are a key
sector for them. Smaller hotels and guest houses, which do not rely on this market
to fill their rooms, are less affected.

Seasonality is represented in occupancy of the large hotels however ADR levels do
not reflect a notable seasonality. Further the large hotels have managed to achieve
stronger ADRs in the last year than previously.

3.4.2 PERFORMANCE BY DAY OF THE WEEK

The time of the year is a key influence on daily occupancy patterns. Overall
strongest occupancy in large hotels is experienced on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and
Saturdays. This is driven by both business guests during the week combined with
leisure events. For example during summer months, leisure guests have a big
impact on weekday occupancy thanks to the wide array of outdoor events (i.e.
British Firework Championships, Flavour Feast, MTV, Ocean City Festival and
Seafood Festival).
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Whilst Sunday nights have the lowest occupancy, as experienced in many
markets, weekend leisure guests lead to strong demand for Friday and particularly
Saturday nights, although a lower rate than weekdays is used to achieve strong
occupancy. It can be considered however that a different hotel product may be
able to push a higher weekend ADR without losing on occupancy.
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4 ANALYSIS AND
OPPORTUNITIES
This section presents some top level analysis of Plymouth and the hotel and
conferencing opportunity.

4.1 PLYMOUTH SWOT ANALYSIS
The following table presents a top level SWOT of Plymouth from the perspective of
interest in hotel development.

Figure 17 – Plymouth SWOT analysis in relation to hotel development

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
 Natural harbour and maritime history
 Waterfront location; environment & natural setting
 Good outdoor events spaces
 Strong service centre; retail provision; leisure

provision – such as the Life Centre
 Some unique attractors eg National Aquarium
 Strong defence, marine, medical and engineering

sectors
 Proximity to tourism assets of Devon & Cornwall

coasts

 Peripheral to UK’s main economic centres
 Long journey times to reach the city (rail; lack air

link)
 Not enough unique key tourist attractors
 Lack of sporting anchors aside water-based
 Urban design aesthetic
 Dependence on major employers - public sector,

NHS, dockyard and major manufacturers
 Lower average salaries than UK average
 Underdeveloped entrepreneurial culture

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS
 Enabling tourists to embracing the waterfront /

ocean views. Currently these views are enjoyed
largely by residential developments

 Mayflower 2020 as a premier UK event to drive
key aspects of the city’s economy

 Plans for a £21m History Centre
 Potential as a major centre for marine leisure –

yachting, diving and other water sports
 Role as a transport hub – cross channel ferry,

intercity rail, coach services and road
 Potential as a sub-regional centre for business

services, tourism and entertainment
 Higher education sector supporting skills

development (e.g. engineering) and attracting
talent

 Efficient redevelopment of brownfield sites
 GOD TV proposed conferences

 Residential developments at attractive sites for
hotels (eg. if the Quality Hotel site is built as
residential)

 Sensitive to the decisions of the foreign owned
employers (esp. call centres and manufacturing
operations)

 Decline in defence spending and employment
 Skills shortage (difficulties in attracting talents)
 Limited infrastructure interventions supporting

growth and development
 Increased peripherally
 Very competitive tourism market
 Increasing competition from low cost overseas

destinations

Source: Colliers International research
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4.2 HOTEL SUPPLY GAPS

4.2.1 MISSING BRANDS

Plymouth features one four star hotel at the moment. This is The Holiday Inn, part
of the Intercontinental Hotel Group (IHG), and is the only hotel in the city benefiting
from a worldwide reservation system. In fact, there are no other hotels that are part
of major hotel groups like Hilton, Marriott and Starwood. This means Plymouth has
no presence on some of the industry’s most powerful global reservation systems
and leading frequent-traveller programs.

4.2.2 OPPORTUNITY FOR NEW SUPPLY

Whilst subject to a specific Market and Financial Feasibility study, based on the
current supply and our conversations with hotel general managers, we believe that
there is potential for good quality fresh hotel stock that is appropriate for
accommodating more sophisticated guests. This would be a full service four star
offer. The correct location and project viability of course are vital for success
however.

4.2.3 MISSING BRANDS

An opportunity also exists in terms of the brands that are attracted to Plymouth.
The current brand offering is focused in the lower grades, and a relatively
standardized/corporate type of hotel.

We believe however there would be a great benefit to Plymouth if brands at a
higher pitch could be attracted across the bandwidth from individual to
standardised character. These are shown in the red area on the graphic below
indicating a suggestion of the relative positionings of key brands of relevance.
Please note this graphic on only provided to illustrate a wider point and is not an
absolute positioning of brands.
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Figure 18 – Brands map – for indicative illustration only

Source: Colliers International research and interpretation. Logos of third parties.

4.3 CONFERENCE MARKET ANALYSIS SUMMARY
Demand for meeting and convention space is generated by local and regional
companies holding small meetings, interviews, conferences, training sessions and
seminars or away days.  Additionally there is a demand for facilities for social
events including wedding and parties.

The meeting and convention space market is partly led by demand and partly led
by supply; there is a natural demand in locations where larger companies are
located but additionally a new facility in a good location with strong access routes
can generate new business not currently using the local market.

In this section we consider the current supply of meeting, conference and
exhibition space, the expressed demand for this space and insights with regards to
improving the potential of the conferencing market in Plymouth.

It should be noted that datasets for supply and demand for this market do not exist
and so our information is based on interviews held.
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4.3.1 CONFERENCING & EVENTS INSIGHT

SUPPLY

Plymouth offers a range of venues catering for many types of event from small
meetings to large international conferences. They can be held in hotels and multi-
functional venues. The city however does not feature a purpose-built conference
venue.

Key venues include the following:

 Hotels

 Holiday Inn Plymouth

 New Continental Hotel

 Best Western Duke of Cornwell

 Copthorne Hotel Plymouth

 Jurys Inn Plymouth

 Future Inn

 Other Venues

 Plymouth Pavilions

 Plymouth University

 Theatre Royal Plymouth

 Barbican Theatre

 Plymouth Arts Centre

 Plymouth City Museum and Art Gallery

 Royal William Yard Harbour

The most central venues are shown on the map below.
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Figure 19 – Conference and events venues map

Source: Colliers International research

DEMAND AND PERFORMANCE

Demand is from both commercial businesses and non-profit entities and
organisations, with a particular dominance of the latter for large events.

Based on our conversations with hotel General Managers, we understand that the
utilisation rate for conference facilities is lower than 50%. In relation, it is believed
that both more action should be taken to attract conferences to Plymouth and
different facilities are needed to capture the desired potential market.

We understood that current facilities often attract people mostly coming only from
Plymouth and the surrounding area, and so without an accommodation
requirement.
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COMPETITOR LOCATIONS

The conferencing market is competitively sought after by numerous venues and
cities. Key determinants of success include the conferencing venue physical offer;
how much the organisers can get ‘for free’ in the overall package for delegates and
subsidies to costs incurred; and the wider experience offer of the city for delegates
and their families.

Key competitor cities highlighted to us included Cardiff, Warwick, Cheltenham,
Bournemouth, Brighton, Harrogate, Nottingham and Telford. In reality, conference
organisers are relatively footloose and so the extent of competitor cities in even
wider.

POTENTIAL FOR CONFERENCING FACILITIES

Discussions with key providers of venues and organisers of conferences in
Plymouth led to the following key points being understood:

 A trend of having conferences and trade shows at the same time has meant that
Plymouth’s facilities are less well suited to the current market than they have
been in the past. More market-appropriate facilities are believed to be needed
and would be expected to generate demand and higher revenues.

 Partnerships mean that pre-agreements and capped hotel rates are in place.
Whilst this is valuable for conference organisers and attendees it can result in
hotel capacity being taken at low rates when higher rates could be achieved,
especially out of low season.

 There is considered to be a lack appropriate space in Plymouth for holding large
dining events.

 A reduction/withdrawal of subsidies for attracting non-commercial conferences is
a key challenge in Plymouth competing with other destinations and has resulted
in some loss of events. Other challenges to success in attracting events are
considered to be the current lack of critical mass and coherence of
complementary experiences for delegates and families in the city.

 Key efforts are however being made to raise the profile of Plymouth at event
organiser trade fairs and partnerships with for example First Great Western have
been made.

 Conferences are considered to provide important business for hotels and
economic benefits for Plymouth and organisers and promoters believe that more
should be done to support efforts to attract large conferences to the city.
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4.3.2 SUMMARY

A summary of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats is provided below.

Figure 20 – Summary SWOT regarding conferencing in Plymouth

STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES
 Successes in attracting large conferences
 Conference spaces walkable from the centre
 Competitively priced in relation to other locations
 Waterfront experience for delegates
 Very pleasant location for stay extensions or

families attending with the delegate

 No purpose build centre for conferences
 No large flexible space for combined events
 No large banqueting space
 Limited extra spend opportunities at quality

venues such as upmarket shopping and night
clubs

 Agreed low rates with hotels in order to attract
attendance at events impacts hotel ADRs,
especially in months when higher paying guests
could be attracted

OPPORTUNITIES THREATS
 Creation of the right facilities for the modern

conference market
 Creation of the right hotel supply to support more

upmarket conferences than present
 Ambassadors for conferences in Plymouth
 Working together more to support attraction of

conferences to Plymouth so the city becomes
known as a conference destination of choice

 Presenting Plymouth specifically at B2B
conferencing events, rather than as part of a
region

 Marketing ‘why Plymouth’ for conferences more
coherently

 Other cities are making strong efforts in
marketing themselves for conferences

 Pricing of competitor cities for hosting
conferences

 Delays in the redevelopment of The Pavilions
 Declining offer for  attracting conferences if

modern facilities that right for the market are not
developed

Source: Colliers International research

4.3.3 OPPORTUNITY

There is a consensus that Plymouth would benefit from a large purpose-built
conference venue with modern facilities and able to accommodate combined
events such as an exhibition and conference at the same time. A potential site
would need to be considered and a detailed feasibility study undertaken to assess
the viability of such an opportunity.

With regard to the relationship between conferences and hotels, conferences and
events should be focused in the low and shoulder seasons to strengthen visitor
demand at these times and not to use up summer hotel capacity in the city at fixed
low rates when higher rates could be commanded.

An enhanced quality of hotel offer would fit hand in hand with being able to attract
more upmarket meetings and conferences.
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The (re)development of conferencing space and supporting quality hotel
accommodation should be supported by investment in dedicated marketing of
Plymouth for conferences.

4.4 HOTEL OPPORTUNITIES OVERVIEW
There are several opportunities for hotel development in Plymouth. A long list
selection is presented below.

Figure 21 – Key potential sites for hotels in Plymouth

Site Status

Derry’s Site
Vacant except Argos.
Opportunity for a developer.

Civic Centre
Previous plans with Akkeron and Hilton not
progressing.
Opportunity for a new scheme and developer.

Colin Campbell Court
Several current ownerships.
Opportunity for a large mixed-use project
developer.

Quality Hotel Site
The site is on the market. It would be an excellent
hotel site, whilst recognising the need to maximise
value through mixed-use opportunities.

Millbay
Area redevelopment underway.
Opportunity for a hotel developer.

Royal William Yard
Hotel proposed within the redevelopment scheme.
2013 news article announced a deal between
Urban Splash and Watergate Bay Hotel.

The Barbican No suitable sites currently available.

Railway Station
A hotel is being considered as part of the 10-year
masterplan for the redevelopment of the station.

The Crescent An opportunity was presented to an operator.

Plymouth Argyle Home Park
Football Stadium

Previous plans with James Brent of Akkeron for a
£50m scheme including a hotel.

Admiralty House

June 2014 news article announces the building at
Mount Wise near Devonport was offered for sale
as a potential hotel. The site is within a wider
redevelopment scheme.

Adjacent to Salt Quay
House, Sutton Harbour

A potential scheme.

In the science park next to
Derriford hospital

A potential scheme.

Laira Bridge (former Western
National Site)

A hotel scheme was designed in 2011 as part of a
retail park development.

Source: Colliers International research
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The most prominent opportunities include:

 Derry’s Site, New George Street – This site is well-located close to shopping and
the theatre. The building is currently empty except for Argos. The site could work
well as a location for a mid market, trendy hotel. Challenges would include how
well the interior would convert to hotel rooms and potential changes to the
exterior. The ownership of the building should be investigated and the owner’s
development interests.

 The Civic Centre – This site is well located for access to all parts of Plymouth
and enjoys excellent views from its upper floors. The floor plate would likely convert
easily into hotel rooms and the building is currently in the Council’s control. The key
challenges lie in the listing of the building and related costs of its refurbishment.

 Colin Campbell Court – This site could be the location for a major retail-led
development to create an anchor and footfall at this western end of New George
Street. Within such a development could be a hotel. The challenges at this stage
relate to the mixed-ownership of the site at present and hotel development would
be dependent upon the creation of a large redevelopment project. It will be
important to keep in touch with how the idea of a wider scheme progresses.

 Quality Hotel, The Hoe – This site is particularly special since it offers
commanding views of the Plymouth Sound. Plymouth is positioned with a strong
brand as Britain's Ocean City and it is particularly important for the city to be able
to offer hotels with ocean views for it to deliver on the promised brand
experience. Consequently, the very limited number of sites that can provide such
waterfront views need to be safeguarded for hotel uses. Without such sites
Plymouth’s ability to deliver on its brand and attract high quality hotel operators
would significantly weakened. One such opportunity is the Quality Hotel site with
its relationship with the Hoe and the views afforded from its position on the
waterfront. It is a good sized site and although a little far from some of
Plymouth’s other key locations, the views and direct access to The Hoe are key.
The building would need to be demolished and redesigned. It would then be
attractive for a high quality hotel operation. The site of course would also be
attractive for residential development, however to allow no hotel use would mean
losing one of the last truly waterfront locations suitable for a hotel in Plymouth.
This would have a significantly harmful impact on the city in delivering on its
strategic objectives of improving the hotel offer and delivering the brand. It is
recommended therefore that options for safeguarding this site are explored
through planning policy to require either standalone hotel use or a mixed use
scheme including a hotel and other value drivers.

 Millbay – This mixed-use redevelopment is proposed to have its own waterfront
atmosphere and a hotel within the scheme could be desirable if there is sufficient
draw to the area created through other uses. This will change as the
regeneration of the area progresses. At present the location is a little disparate
from the other key draws of the city. A hotel at this location is an opportunity in
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the pipeline for when the redevelopment has progressed further. It will be
important to keep in touch with how the scheme progresses.

 Royal William Yard – There is a good atmosphere at this location - the area has
been redeveloped well and benefits from its waterfront proximity and boat
connection to the Barbican. Current proposals for a hotel have received planning
permission. This would provide for an interesting hotel offer in this unique
setting.

4.4.1 SOFT TESTING DEVELOPER INTEREST

We have spoken to a number of major national brands and specialist hotel
developers to test their awareness of Plymouth and their appetite to be involved in
hotel development in Plymouth.

Top level conclusions are that there is good interest from hotel operators if a strong
project can be brought to them. There is also interest from select developers for
the right project.

4.5 CONCLUSION
Plymouth’s hotel supply mostly consists of budget and midscale hotels with no five
star hotel, only one four star hotel and no boutique/destination hotels.

The demand is very seasonal with occupancy of over 90% in summer, during the
University's annual graduation week and when there are large conferences. Annual
occupancy is 78%, which is above the Regional UK average.

Plymouth City Council and major city bodies (Conference Plymouth, the City
Council, hotels and event venues) are making good efforts to work cohesively to
make Plymouth a conference destination to attract national and international
audiences. Further progress could be made.

Based on our market understanding to date, we believe that there is potential for
new hotel supply in the form of a 4 star hotel with high standards, leisure facilities
and international brand to benefit from a global distribution system. It could also
include conference space able to accommodate at least 200 people for
conferences and banquets.

Separately, we believe that there is potential for a purpose-built conference space
providing numerous meeting areas and allowing multiple different meetings and
events to occur simultaneously (e.g. product launches, summer schools,
receptions, larger conferences and trade shows). The current utilisation levels of
conference venues is obviously a concern but it is believed that the city lacks the
right conference product offer for the market and that even The Pavilions
redevelopment would not address this issue, especially since it is primarily an
events venue. Success with a new facility would also require strong investment in
promoting Plymouth as a conference destination.
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It would depend on individual feasibility studies and related pipeline projects to
determine whether there is scope for both extensive hotel conferencing facilities
and a purpose-built conference space.

We believe the strongest sites for hotel development of those seen on our site visit
were the Derry’s Site, the Quality Hotel site and the Civic Centre.

With regards to our soft testing the clear messages were:

 That almost all operators would be keen on having a presence in Plymouth;

 A number of developers have expressed an interest in finding out more;

 That if profitable opportunities are presented then they will react positively.

We would be glad to assist Plymouth City Council in progressing attracting hotel
development to the city and believe that there are “doable” opportunities.
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APPENDIX 1:
COMPARATOR CITIES

HOTEL SUPPLY
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1 EXETER

1.1 HOTEL SUPPLY EXTENT
 Supply dominated by budget hotels

 51% total hotel rooms are in hotels of between 0 and 10 rooms; no hotels with
over 200 rooms

 21% total hotel rooms are not affiliated to a brand

Source: AM:PM data

Source: AM:PM data
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1.2 MAP OF EXETER EXISTING & FUTURE HOTEL SUPPLY

Source: AM:PM data

# Supply /
Pipeline Name Hotel Grade Opened /

Opening
1 Supply Great Western 2 1848

2 Supply Premier Inn Exeter Central St Davids Budget 2011

3 Supply Clock Tower 3

4 Supply Queens Court 3

5 Supply Silver Springs Apts

6 Supply Jurys Inn Exeter 3 2009

7 Supply Rougemont 4 1876

9 Supply City Gate 3 1770

10 Supply ABode 4 1770

11 Supply St Olaves Court 3

12 Supply Southernhay House 4 2011

14 Supply Mercure Exeter Southgate 4 1989

15 Supply White Hart 3 1442

17 Supply Magdalen Chapter 4 2001

18 Supply Cedar Lodge 2 2002

19 Supply St Nicholas House 2

20 Supply St Andrews 3

21 Supply Clarion Collection Hotel Buckerell Lodge 4

8 Pipeline Premier Inn Exeter Cathedral Quarter Budget Speculative

13 Pipeline Premier Inn Exeter Budget Due 2015

16 Pipeline Mercure Exeter Southgate (extension) 4 Speculative
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2 PORTSMOUTH

2.1 HOTEL SUPPLY EXTENT
 Supply dominated by budget hotels

 69% total hotel rooms are in hotels of between 101 and 200 rooms; no hotels
with over 200 rooms

 23% total hotel rooms are not affiliated to a brand

Source: AM:PM data

Source: AM:PM data
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2.2 MAPS OF PORTSMOUTH EXISTING & FUTURE SUPPLY

Source: AM:PM data

# Supply /
Pipeline Hotel Name Opened/

Opening
3 Supply George

4 Supply Royal Maritime Club 1952

13 Supply Keppel's Head 1779

14 Supply Holiday Inn Express Portsmouth Gunwharf Quays 2003

15 Supply Ibis Budget Portsmouth 2009

16 Supply Hotel Ibis Portsmouth 1989

17 Supply Holiday Inn Portsmouth 1973

18 Supply Hampshire Court

19 Supply Duke of Buckingham

20 Supply Sally Port Inn

21 Supply Premier Inn Southsea

23 Supply Sandringham

24 Supply Queens 1903

27 Supply Ashby's Gastropub & Boutique Hotel 2008

28 Supply Atlantic & Salisbury Apartments

29 Supply Number Four

30 Supply G! Boutique

31 Supply Saville

32 Supply Florence House

33 Supply Somerset House

34 Supply Clarence 2006

35 Supply Stattons

36 Supply Ocean Hotel & Suites

37 Supply Seacrest

38 Supply Best Western Royal Beach 1867

39 Supply South Parade Apartments

# Supply /
Pipeline Hotel Name Opened/

Opening
1 Pipeline Ferry House Lodge Speculative

2 Pipeline Zurich House On Hold

5 Pipeline Number One - apartments On Hold

6 Pipeline Staycity Serviced Apartments Portsmouth On Hold

7 Pipeline Smith by Urban Villa Due 2016

8 Pipeline Jurys Inn Portsmouth On Hold

9 Pipeline Travelodge Portsmouth Speculative

10 Pipeline Ship Leopard Speculative

11 Pipeline Premier Inn Portsmouth Due 2015

12 Pipeline Keppel's Head (extension) Speculative

22 Pipeline Portland Speculative

25 Pipeline Royal Hospital Haslar - full service Speculative

26 Pipeline Royal Hospital Haslar - budget Speculative
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3 SOUTHAMPTON

3.1 HOTEL SUPPLY EXTENT
 Supply dominated by budget and 4 star hotels

 59% total hotel rooms are in hotels of between 101 and 200 rooms

 Whitbread represents 20% of total hotel rooms

Source: AM:PM data

Source: AM:PM data
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3.2 MAP OF SOUTHAMPTON EXISTING & FUTURE HOTEL
SUPPLY

Source: AM:PM data

# Supply /
Pipeline Hotel Name Grade Opened/

Opening
1 Supply Elizabeth House 2 1950

2 Supply Travelodge Southampton Budget 1987

3 Supply Banister Guest House 2

4 Supply Blue Keys 2

5 Supply Winston 2

6 Supply Jurys Inn Southampton 3 2005

7 Supply Southampton Park 3 1930

8 Supply Circle Guest House 2

9 Supply Claremont Guest House 2

10 Supply Premier Inn Southampton City Centre Budget 2002

11 Supply Hotel Ibis Southampton Centre Budget 1990

12 Supply Novotel Southampton Centre 4 1990

13 Supply Ibis Budget Southampton Centre Budget 2008

15 Supply Premier Inn Southampton West Quay Budget 2011

17 Supply Star 2 1831

18 Supply Mercure Southampton Centre Dolphin 4 1506

19 Supply Town or Country - Empress Heights Apts

20 Supply Grand Harbour 4 1994

21 Supply Holiday Inn Southampton 3 1966

23 Supply PIG in the Wall 4 2012

24 Supply Captains Place 3

25 Supply Cargo 4 2009

26 Supply White Star Tavern, Dining & Rooms 4

28 Supply Grapes 2

30 Supply Town or Country - Imperial Apartments Apts

32 Supply Ennio's Boutique Hotel Rooms 4 2009

14 Pipeline Watermark WestQuay - phase 2 Budget Speculative

16 Pipeline Travelodge Southampton West Quay Budget Due 2014

22 Pipeline Red Lion (extension) 2 On Hold

27 Pipeline Queens Terrace Apts Speculative

29 Pipeline Cedar Press 3 On Hold

31 Pipeline Royal Pier 4 Speculative

33 Pipeline Southampton Harbour 5 Due 2016
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4 HULL .

4.1 HOTEL SUPPLY EXTENT
 Supply dominated by 3 star and budget hotels

 82% total hotel rooms are in hotels of between 51 and 200 rooms; no hotels with
over 200 rooms

 Accor represents 24% of total hotel rooms

Source: AM:PM data

Source: AM:PM data
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4.2 MAP OF HULL EXISTING & FUTURE HOTEL SUPPLY

Source: AM:PM data

# Supply /
Pipeline Title Grade Rooms Opened/

Opening
1 Supply Mayfair 3 13

2 Supply Marlborough 2 21

3 Supply Hotel Campanile Hull Budget 47 1985

4 Supply Travelodge Hull Central Budget 80 2011

5 Supply Embassy 2 23

6 Supply Kingston Theatre 3 28

7 Supply Trinity 3 32

8 Pipeline Hedon Road 2 48 On Hold

9 Supply Holiday Inn Express Hull City Centre Budget 128 2007

10 Pipeline Radisson Blu Kingston-upon-Hull 4 168 Speculative

11 Supply Mercure Hull Royal 3 155 1851

12 Pipeline Courtyard by Marriott 3 124 On Hold

13 Supply Gilson 3 59

14 Pipeline Heaven & Hell nightclub 3 132 On Hold

15 Supply Hotel Ibis Hull Budget 106

16 Supply Premier Inn Hull City Centre Budget 136 2009

17 Pipeline Hull Conference Centre 4 150 Speculative

18 Pipeline Trinity Quays 4 232 Speculative

19 Supply Holiday Inn Hull Marina 3 100 1987

20 Supply Whittington & Cat 4 7

21 Pipeline Humber Quays 3 150 On Hold
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5 NEWCASTLE

5.1 HOTEL SUPPLY EXTENT
 Supply dominated by budget, 4 star and 3 star hotels

 55% total hotel rooms are in hotels of between 101 and 200 rooms

 32% total hotel rooms are represented by “other brands”

Source: AM:PM data

Source: AM:PM data
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Budget 2-Star 3-Star 4-Star 5-star Apartments
Rooms 1,439 294 1,376 1,397 0 216
Hotels 15 14 17 12 0 5
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5.2 MAP OF NEWCASTLE EXISTING & FUTURE HOTEL
SUPPLY

Source: AM:PM data

# Supply /
Pipeline Name Hotel Grade Opened /

Opening
1 Supply Brighton 2

2 Supply Premier Inn Newcastle Central Budget 1976

3 Supply Grainger 2

5 Supply Sandman Signature 4 2011

6 Supply Bentley's 2

7 Supply Staybridge Suites Newcastle Apts 2009

9 Supply Best Western Ryokan 3

13 Supply Newgate 3

15 Supply Grey Street 4 2004

16 Supply Malmaison 4 1997

17 Supply Travelodge Newcastle Central Budget

18 Supply Hotel Indigo Newcastle 4 2012

19 Supply Premier Apartments Newcastle Apts 2005

20 Supply Surtees 3

24 Supply County Hotel by Thistle 3 1870

25 Supply Royal Station 3 1890

27 Supply Vermont 4 1993

28 Supply Sleeperz Newcastle Budget 2012

29 Supply Holiday Inn Express Newcastle City Centre Budget 2005

32 Supply Premier Inn Newcastle Quayside Budget

33 Supply Rooms Inn Budget

34 Supply Waterside 3

35 Supply Roomzzz Newcastle City Apts 2012

36 Supply Ramada Encore Newcastle-Gateshead Budget 2012

37 Supply Quayside Lofts Apts

40 Supply Hilton Newcastle-Gateshead 4 2004

41 Supply Copthorne Hotel Newcastle 4 1988

42 Supply Jurys Inn Newcastle 3 2003

4 Pipeline Sandman Signature (extension) 4 Speculative

8 Pipeline Premier Inn Newcastle (Newgate Street) Budget Due 2015

10 Pipeline City Road Budget Speculative

11 Pipeline Secco Apts On Hold

12 Pipeline Newgate 4 On Hold

14 Pipeline Motel One Newcastle Budget Due 2016

21 Pipeline Milburn House 3 Speculative

22 Pipeline Tune Hotel Newcastle Budget Due 2014

23 Pipeline Hampton by Hilton Newcastle Budget Due 2015

26 Pipeline Irving House 3 On Hold

30 Pipeline Howards Department Store Budget On Hold

31 Pipeline Vermont Aparthotel Apts Due 2015

38 Pipeline Riverview 4 Speculative

39 Pipeline Crowne Plaza Newcastle 4 Due 2015

43 Pipeline Trinity Square Budget Speculative

44 Pipeline Askew Road Phase 2 Budget On Hold

45 Pipeline Odeon Cinema 3 On Hold
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6 SWANSEA

6.1 HOTEL SUPPLY EXTENT
 Supply dominated by budget hotels

 62% total hotel rooms are in hotels of between 101 and 200 rooms

 Whitbread accounts for 27% of total hotel rooms

Source: AM:PM data

Source: AM:PM data
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6.2 MAP OF SWANSEA EXISTING & FUTURE HOTEL
SUPPLY

Source: AM:PM data

# Supply/
Pipeline Hotel Name Grade Rooms Opened/

Opening
1 Supply Grand 4 31 1935
2 Supply Windsor Lodge 2 18 1972
3 Supply Dragon 4 106 1961
4 Supply Village Urban Resorts Swansea 3 115 2007
5 Supply Premier Inn Swansea Waterfront Budget 132 2010
6 Supply Hotel Ibis Swansea Budget 99
7 Supply Premier Inn Swansea City Centre Budget 116
8 Supply Morgans 4 42 2002
9 Supply Travelodge Swansea Central Budget 70 2007

12 Supply Swansea Marriott 4 119
13 Supply Arches 2 25
14 Supply Tudor Court 2 26
10 Pipeline Queens Building 3 15 Speculative
11 Pipeline Maritime Quarter 3 164 On Hold
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7 CARDIFF

7.1 HOTEL SUPPLY EXTENT
 Supply dominated by budget and 4 star hotels

 56% total hotel rooms are in hotels of between 101 and 200 rooms

 Only 8% of hotel rooms are part of independent hotels

Source: AM:PM data

Source: AM:PM data
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7.2 MAP OF CARDIFF EXISTING & FUTURE HOTEL
SUPPLY

Source: AM:PM data

# Supply/
Pipeline Hotel Name Grade Rooms Opened/

Opening
1 Supply Elgano 2 11

2 Supply Cayo Arms 3 5

3 Supply Artisan Quarter Serviced Apartments Apts 19

4 Supply Mercure Cardiff Holland House Hotel & Spa 4 165 2004

5 Supply Park Plaza Cardiff 4 129 2005

6 Supply Parc Hotel by Thistle 4 140 1883

7 Supply Jolyons @ No 10 4 21 2011

9 Supply Travelodge Cardiff Central Queen Street Budget 96 2011

10 Supply Premier Inn Cardiff City Centre Budget 200 2010

11 Supply Angel 4 102 1883

12 Supply Holiday Inn Cardiff City Centre 3 157 1966

13 Supply Hotel Ibis Cardiff Budget 102 2000

14 Supply Sandringham 2 28

15 Supply Park Inn by Radisson Cardiff City Centre 3 146 1990

16 Supply A Space in the City @ The Brewery Quarter Apts 7

17 Supply Big Sleep Budget 81 1999

18 Supply Royal Hotel Cardiff 4 60 1866

20 Supply Wynford 2 40 1973

21 Supply MAX at Cardiff - Meridian Terrace Apts 28 2009

23 Supply Premier Inn Cardiff City South Budget 77

24 Supply Cardiff Marriott 4 184 1986

25 Supply Radisson Blu Cardiff 4 215 2009

27 Supply Travelodge Cardiff Central Budget 100

28 Supply Mercure Cardiff Centre 3 100

31 Supply Novotel Cardiff Centre 4 138 1989

32 Supply A Space in the City @ City Wharf Apts 8

33 Supply Ibis Budget Cardiff Centre Budget 157 2007

34 Supply Best Western Plus Maldron 4 216 2011

35 Supply Sleeperz Cardiff Budget 74 2007

37 Supply Holiday Inn Express Cardiff Bay Budget 87 2005

40 Supply A Space in the City @ Century Wharf Apts 6

41 Supply Future Inn Cardiff Bay 3 197 2004

42 Supply Travelodge Cardiff Atlantic Wharf Budget 112 2008

44 Supply Capital Apartments Apts 7

45 Supply A Space in the City @ Quayside Apts 25 2012

46 Supply Jolyons 4 6 2004

8 Pipeline Hotel Indigo Cardiff 4 92 Speculative

19 Pipeline Jurys Inn Cardiff 3 236 On Hold

22 Pipeline Premier Inn Cardiff City South (extension) Budget 20 On Hold

26 Pipeline Capital Quarter 4 150 On Hold

29 Pipeline Seren  - upscale 4 214 On Hold

30 Pipeline Seren - mid-market 3 150 On Hold

36 Pipeline Wharf 3 15 Speculative

38 Pipeline Holiday Inn Express Cardiff Bay (extension) Budget 38 On Hold

39 Pipeline Dumballs Road 3 100 Speculative

43 Pipeline Hampton by Hilton Cardiff Budget 206 Due 2015
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All information, analysis and recommendations made for clients by Colliers International are made in good faith and represent
Colliers International’s professional judgement on the basis of information obtained from the client and elsewhere during the course
of the assignment. However, since the achievement of recommendations, forecasts and valuations depends on factors outside
Colliers International’s control, no statement made by Colliers International may be deemed in any circumstances to be a
representation, undertaking or warranty, and Colliers International cannot accept any liability should such statements prove to be
inaccurate or based on incorrect premises. In particular, and without limiting the generality of the foregoing, any projections, financial
and otherwise, in this report do not constitute forecasts of actual performancewww.colliers.com/uk


